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By Waris Dirie

Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Waris Dirie, the Somalia nomad who became a supermodel, and an anti-FGM
activist, first came to the world s attention with the publication of her autobiography, Desert
Flower. The book was subsequently made into a film and little Safa Nour, from one of the slums of
Djibouti in the Horn of Africa, was chosen to play the young Waris. The book and the film record
many extraordinary things - from facing down a tiger, to being discovered by a famous
photographer in London - but it also tells the grim story of female circumcision, an ordeal that the
young Waris had to endure. Saving Safa opens with a letter from Safa, now aged seven, who
explains that she is worried that she will undergo FGM in spite of the contract her parents have
signed with Dirie s Desert Flower Foundation stating that they will never have their daughter cut.
Waris drops everything and flies to Djibouti where she meets Safa s father and mother who thinks
her daughter should be cut to stop the community ostracising them. As Safa was saved from FGM
through...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to read through again again down the road.
Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Stanton-- Noel Stanton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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